Humanitarian Assistance Appeal for Floods 2022 in Pakistan

Association for Humanitarian Development (AHD) is a social community-based organisation established in December 2001-2002 and registered under the Societies Registration Act: XXI of 1860 on May 17, 2003. The organisation aims to work for disadvantaged and marginalised communities for sustainable development. Besides development work, AHD also provided humanitarian relief during floods and drought. For example, AHD supported more than 85,500 families with safe drinking water Nadi filters, food, shelter, medical and livelihood emergency support for Thatta, Suajwal, Tando M. Khan, Mirpurkhas & Jacobabad districts during the floods of 2010, 2011 & 2012.

AHD received support from reputable international organisations such as Oxfam, Help Alliance Germany, Lufthansa Airline, TearFund, SDPI Islamabad, WHO Pakistan, GSK UK, Misereor Germany, Care International, UN OCHA, AIDPOL Poland, APFED UN, CDP Govt of Sindh, UNEP-APFED, Unilever Pakistan, WWF Pakistan and ADP.

Heavy rains have triggered flash floods and wreaked havoc across much of Pakistan since mid-June, leaving 937 dead and over 250,000 people homeless, the country’s disaster agency said Friday. The floods swept away thousands of homes, and people now live in tents, miles away from their inundated villages and towns, after being rescued by soldiers, local disaster workers and volunteers.

Experts say climate change has caused erratic weather conditions in Pakistan, resulting in cloudbursts and melting glaciers that have swelled rivers. They say limiting planet-warming greenhouse gas emissions will ultimately reduce extreme weather events worldwide, including in Pakistan. However, the solution is not in sight in the short run. Therefore, Pakistan needs urgent support from the international community to immediately respond to the devastating impact of floods on the lives and livelihoods of millions in Pakistan.

“In recent decades, we never witnessed such an unusual heavier downpour in Pakistan,” said scientist Shahla Gondal, adding that authorities are ill-equipped and “do not know how to tackle” flooding disasters.

In Sindh province, the water damaged homes and communities and destroyed crops and livestock on a large scale.
Our flagship initiative is to promote Nadi filters for safe drinking water. We provided about 300,000 Nadi filters to the rural communities in Pakistan, benefiting about three million people living in the rural areas. AHD has implemented 85 small and large projects since 2007, established 1300 CBOs (540 for women and 750 for men), and has extensive community outreach in Pakistan’s Southern Sindh and Balochistan provinces.
We need the following urgent support for addressing the humanitarian situation in Sindh, Baluchistan and South Punjab:

1. Food Assistance for Humans
2. Medical facilities
3. Safe Drinking Water
4. Sanitation and Hygiene (pit latrines and soaps for hand washing)
5. Shelter (tents)
6. Vaccination for livestock

We are aiming to raise 500,000 USD for the urgent humanitarian response.

**Bank Account details: (1)**
Title: Association for Humanitarian Development;  
Account Number: 0059-0102-1502057; Swift Code: SONEPKKAHYD  
Soneri Bank Latifabad Branch, Plot No. 3/H, Ghauri Dream City,  
Latifabad Hyderabad, Sindh, Pakistan

**Bank Account details: (2)**
Title: Association for Humanitarian Development  
Account No: 0000451252  
IBAN # PK18JSBL959600000451252, SWIFT Code: JSBLPKKA  
Branch: JS Bank Citizen Colony Hyderabad  
Hyderabad Sindh Pakistan

**If you need specific information or more clarification, please write to ahdpak@gmail.com & khurshid.ceo@ahdpak.org or call at +92-22-340-7819.**